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Abstract 

In this paper, relative data is classified using STDC which is an efficient classification 

process using the ontology technique. Classified data are saved at the storage according 

to its SDR type. Integrated processes are used to reuse the saved SDR data. Thus, relative 

data is constructed in a systematic reuse system applying total architecture. This 

overcomes the disadvantage of the past processes that required numerous joint 

computation when handling question and answer. SDTC Technique solves the weakness 

of old methods which required multiple join calculation that caused functional decline 

and allows normalized type of classification task. 
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1. Introduction 

Recently, the concept of ontology has been receiving attention with its business 

strategy that is intellectual and which provides various services. With the use of XML 

(Extensible Markup Language) that utilizes Semantic Tag, convenient and efficient 

representation is possible[1, 2]. However, this kind of ontology only provides a 

meaningful modelling of the information. This is still insufficient when it comes to 

representing the characteristics of the concept and their interrelationships. 

Thus, ontology as the basic component of knowledge base, needed an exclusive 

language to represent precise concept structure. The following are the Web Ontology 

Description Languages: RDF (Resource Description Framework), RDFS (RDF Schema), 

DAML (DARPA Agent Markup Language)+OIL (Ontology Interface Layer) and OWL 

(Web Ontology Language) [3]. Relative data applies the external concept of convention, 

and not internal relations. Therefore, relative data does not represent the concept of 

meaning-centered but the relationship among the entities in correlation to data[4, 5]. 

Following this, response time is prolonged as there are computations and complicated 

relationships in question/answer[6]. This concludes to the disadvantage that it is difficult 

to show the precise data that the user wants. At present, as the importance of this kind of 

relative data is emphasized, Semantic Data Repository (referred as SDR) and the likes 

that used Semantic Data Type Category (referred as SDTC) are preferred for reuse[7, 8, 

9]. Most semantic repositories are designed to manage semantic models but do not deal 

with access rights. As in the case of databases that are traditional, data stored inside a 

semantic database should be protected by granting access to authorized users only. In the 

database area, over the past two decades, great advancements have been made regarding 

access control and the management of data privileges such as discretionary and 

mandatory access control models[10. 11, 12]. Currently, semantic data repositories 

require the same attention. The granting of authorization privileges to the semantic 

model's entities, and their individuals should be addressed to prevent knowledge leakage 

and to maintain high-quality services through secure access to the knowledge base[13, 14, 

15]. 
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In this paper, relative data is classified using STDC which is an efficient classification 

process using the ontology technique. Classified data are saved at the storage according to 

its SDR type. Integrated processes are used to reuse the saved SDR data. 

 

2. Related Research  

Looking at the research related to the improvement of XML data schema extraction 

processes to improve reuse, there was a research that evaluated cohesion and binding [16]. 

There is also another research that focuses not only on the reuse of actual components, but 

also having various final products released from component development processes as 

required basis[17, 18]. Research was done on the following: suggestion of systematic 

quality system to evaluate re-usability, identifying important characteristics to derive 

quality components [19]. Processing the present ontology for ontology reuse and 

changing it according to its usage was also a part of the research. However, there are still 

insufficiencies in the areas of relative data reuse during its actual use. Presently, there are 

numerous researches being held for next generation intellectual research so that 

computers can read, understand and process information instead of human beings. This 

will allow production of highly efficient new data. 

One of the most famous definitions of the term “ontology” is “formal explicit 

specification of shared conceptualization”[20, 21]. Another famous definition is 

“classifications of the existing concepts”. In our study, each requirements statement 

should be interpreted based on the knowledge of atomic constituents of meaning, and 

ontology is used as such knowledge. Thus an ontology, which is used in requirements 

analysis, has to have atomic concepts that are interpreted in the same way by any 

stakeholder in a specific application domain.  

Most ontology based researches make it possible to reuse the various requirements of 

final products released during the component development process. This process defines 

the relationship among the final products produced in the software development arising 

from the requirements. This is also advantageous because by tracking the requirements, it 

is possible to know whether the developed final products follow the requirement. 

However, this has problems since the concepts of function and non-functional 

requirements are not included [22, 23]. 

CORVMII, Renaissance, USRM, and MORALE are the reuse process study of legacy 

systems. CORVMII is the model used to integrate the re-engineering studies in 

architecture code base. Renaissance consists of 4 steps: evolution plan, realization, 

delivery, and distribution. This also provides re-engineering technical reports. USRM is 

composed of 4 steps: planning, analysis, positioning and changing. This is more of a data 

function approach method. MORALE consists of 3 steps: analysis, design and evolution. 

This is the process that extracts information by analyzing the present system[2, 7]. 

However, these aforementioned processes cannot support the whole process of software 

development and there are no systematic reverse engineering process and guidelines. 

Another problem is that legacy system information is configured based on the fact that it 

can be extracted. 

In this paper, the SDTC technique is produced to solve these aforementioned 

disadvantages. This is to produce SDR of numerous information of relative data through 

SDTC technique. This aims to provide trustworthy data that the user wants through 

integrated processes. With the convenient management processes of SDTC technique, this 

method is proposing trustworthy measures to integrate high volume past data and real-

time data. This can be done through continuously updating the SDR of the-real time data 

that is produced by the end user. 
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3. SDTC Technique  

The SDTC technique categorizes the relative data and saves in SDR. Using SDR, the 

SDTC technique solves the problems of data reuse. In other words, the SDTC technique 

increases the trust of end users by using efficient Web OWL patterns in software in the 

process of unifying the reusable data.  

 

Figure 1. SDTC Structure  

Figure 1 is the structure of SDTC technique. Legacy Area is realizing dispersed 

relative data and categorizing the usable real time data through a unifying process. 

Semantic Area categorizes relative data based on Category Rule. Data is categorized by 

classification types and it is divided into sub class by Category Rule 1-1 ～ Category Rule 

n-n before being saved in SDR. Moreover, real-time data that are produced are also 

categorized and saved in SDR. This process enables managing relative data more 

efficiently in real time. The Integration Reusing Area unifies the created SDR for end 

users’ satisfaction. 

SDTC Technique categorizes relative data by “Customer and Product” in the major 

class and “Before Noon, After Noon, Date, Weekday, Month, Every Week” in the sub 

class and these data are exported per category. By using categorized SDR data, it saves 

processing time and leads to a more efficient production. Data that are inputted by end-

users are also saved in SDR using the SDTC Technique.  

In Figure 2(Customer SDR Area / CSA), there are 5 stages (SDR-A～SDR-E) of 

classification process on Customers. SDR data that are produced after the classification 

process are saved in SDR-A-Customer-1～SDR-E-Customer-n. Categorizing improves 

processing time, efficiency of data processing, and allows data to be managed more 

systematically. The created SDR is an important data that can be used in unifying the 

process of productivity improvement.  Once CSA is finished, classification process is now 

moved to Product SDR Area / PSA. CSA is the category for Customer Code (n). Creating 

information map about resources so that relative data will not be readable by human 

beings but by computers. Through SDR integration process for reuse, a highly efficient 

service will be provided to the end user. 
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Figure 2. Customer SDR Storage Hierarchy  

Figure 3 is SDR integrated structure. This is the part where the relativity of related data 

is increased and the efficiency of data reuse is increased. The integrated process of SDR 

classifies data with high specific gravity from those with low specific gravity. Then, data 

can be used selectively. With this, intellectual data usage to extract the data that the user 

needs will become possible. There are three types in the integrated process: No Event 

(NE), Customer Event In (CEI), Product Event In (PEI). NE is when there are no events, 

and CEI and PEI are cases when there are events. When there is no event, software is 

executed and needed data is extracted simultaneously. Then, data with high specific 

gravity is shown so that the user can use it. When there is an event, it is divided into 

partial input and total input. As the user selects one field of information, small range 

integration process is done with the remaining data. 
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Figure 3. SDR’s Integrated Structure  

 

Type 1: No Event (NE) 

In this type, software extracts data from SDR without the event of the user. This is an 

integrated loop that shows the user its client and product information. Total SDR will be 

searched.  and  are relations while  and are tuples, and finally, is the operator. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Type 2: Customer Event In (CEI) 

This type is when user enters a partial data of the client as this is compared with NE 

loop. Inserted data is the default value and data is extracted from SDR. Also, when full 

client data is entered, data can be extracted from SDR through CEI’s integrated loop. CEI 

integrated loop considers the availability of product integrated loop’s partial or full data 

before extraction. Then, CEI’s integrated loop is processed considering the data. 

All input:  

Some input:  
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Type 3: Product Event In (PEI) 

This type considers the relative data when client’s partial or full data is inserted. This 

considers the availability of relative data. Then, PEI’s integrated process will be 

implemented. 

All input, Some input: 

 

 
 

SDTC Technique categorizes relative data by “Customer and Product” in the major 

class and “Before Noon, After Noon, Date, Weekday, Month, Every Week” in the sub 

class and these data are exported per category. By using categorized SDR data, it saves 

processing time and leads to a more efficient production. Data that are inputted by end-

users are also saved in SDR using the SDTC Technique.  

SDR data that are produced after the classification process are saved in SDR-A-

Customer-1～SDR-E-Customer-n. Categorizing improves processing time, efficiency of 

data processing, and allows data to be managed more systematically. The created SDR is 

an important data that can be used in unifying the process of productivity improvement.  

Once CSA is finished, classification process is now moved to Product SDR Area / PSA. 

CSA is the category for Customer Code (n). 

 

Step 1: Creation of SDR-A 

In this stage, Time and Date from Customer Record is extracted and they are recorded 

in Before Time (1) and After Time (2) category based from Customer Code (n). To save 

the data of real-time renewal and deletion of information, Change Field (0) of SDR-A is 

placed. Customer Code is created and saved when there is an existing field in Customer 

Code (n). If there is no existing field, a field is created in Customer Code (a) in SDR-A 

and the base value is set to 0 (zero). 

 

Step 2: Creation of SDR-B 

In this stage, SDR-B is created by categorizing the data fields of relative data. They are 

categorized from Monday to Sunday, and saved as SDR-B (1)～SDR-B(7) in SDR-B. If 

there is no existing Customer Code Record, Customer Code is created just like Step 1. 

SDR-B (0) is set to renew and delete the information. 

 

Steps 3 and 4: Creation of SDR-C, SDR-D 

In stages 3 and 4, relative data is categorized from January to December and saved in 

SDR-C(1) ~ SDR-C(12). Each category is sub categorized per week, from week 1 to 

week 52. If there is no existing Customer Code Record, Customer Code is created just 

like Step 1. SDR-C (0) and SDR-D (0) are set to renew and delete the information.  

 

Step 5: Creation of SDR-E 

In this stage, relative data are categorized and saved by Product Code (n) related to 

Customer Code (n). Customer Code (n) that is saved in SDR-E is set as base key.  A two-

dimensional table is created using the Customer Code (n) in column and the Product Code 

(n) in row. Product Code (n) can be repeatedly created depending on the Recode of 

Customer Code (n). When data is categorized, value is accumulated by finding the 

Product Code (n) included in the Customer Code (n). 
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Step 6: Creation of SDR-F 

In this stage, Time and Date are extracted from the Product category after reading the 

relative data of the Legacy System. There is a Before Time (1) and After Time (2) 

category based on the Product Code (n). It has a Change Field (0) in SDR-F in order to 

renew and save real-time information. Product Code is created and saved in a related 

category when there is an existing field in Product Code (n). If there is no existing field in 

the product code field, a field will be created in the Product Code(n) of SDR-F and will 

have a base value of 0 (zero). 

 

Step 7: Creation of SDR-G 

In this step, relative data is categorized into data items and create SDR-G ~ I. Extract 

items of relative data. Classify the extracted item into Monday - Sunday and accumulate it 

in SDR-G(1) ~ SDR-G(7) of SDR-G then save it. When there is no Product Code, create 

with the same steps as Step 6. Then, assign SDR-G (0) to renew, delete and save the 

information. 

 

Steps 8, 9: Creation of SDR-H, SDR-I 

In this step, relative data is categorized into January - December, then saved in SDR-H 

(1) ~SDR-H (12). Items are classified according to weeks, Week 1- Week 52, then saved 

in SDR-I (1) ~ SDR-I (52). When there is no record of Product Code, create one with the 

same steps in Step 6. Then, assign SDR-H (0) and SDR-I (0) to renew, delete and save the 

information. 

 

SDR Integration 

Creating information map about resources so that relative data will not be readable by 

human beings but by computers. Through SDR integration process for reuse, a highly 

efficient service will be provided to the end user.  

This is the part where the relativity of related data is increased and the efficiency of 

data reuse is increased. The integrated process of SDR classifies data with high specific 

gravity from those with low specific gravity. Then, data can be used selectively. With 

this, intellectual data usage to extract the data that the user needs will become possible. 

There are three types in the integrated process: No Event (NE), Customer Event In 

(CEI), Product Event In (PEI). NE is when there are no events, and CEI and PEI are cases 

when there are events. When there is no event, software is executed and needed data is 

extracted simultaneously. Then, data with high specific gravity is shown so that the user 

can use it. When there is an event, it is divided into partial input and total input. As the 

user selects one field of information, small range integration process is done with the 

remaining data. 
 

4. Case Study and Implementation 

In this paper, actual data of sales management system which is relative data are applied 

to accurately and expeditiously enter sales data for the evaluation of SDTC techniques  

Ln is the constant value to be applied in the SDR item. This applies different weight in 

the items of relative data. This is also used to grant higher weight on selected SDR. On 

the other hand, this can also limit the application of specific items. 
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Sn is the item used to read the items in relative data and classify the matching 

characteristics.    

Creates  and  data as the conversion rule to SDR. 

- Formula for  improvement of accuracy 

 

- Formula for  improvement of accuracy 

 
 

Formula 1 grants the clear values of SDR data. The range being used will vary 

depending on the data with higher priority as it is saved.   is the client’s SDR while   is the 

product’s SDR. 

The item with high priority among the integrated items and can improve the reusability 

and productivity. It is the constant value that is applied differently according to the SDR 

item. This can give or deduct weight to each item. This should be applied differently 

according to the environment for amplification of SDTC technique efficiency. Produced 

SDR of   changes in real time depending on the current system status being used by the 

user. Frequencies are applied respectively and it is calculated based on the item with high 

frequencies. 

It is used after finding the field with matching conditions. For it is usually operated 

after   is selected, and for, after   is selected. In this case, it is possible to extract accurate 

values more quickly and this also allows shortened inquiry processing time. 

Constant value is applied to integrate the high frequency SDR among the SDR values 

until SDR-A~I that are created according to the relative data type classification. Values 

with the highest frequencies are extracted by applying these constant values and 

integrating SDR. Then, client information is extracted through NE loop and CEI loop. 

Product information values are extracted through NE loop and PEI loop. At this point, 

priorities are set according to the   value being applied in the respective SDR. 

Legacy Area is realizing dispersed relative data and categorizing the usable real time 

data through a unifying process. Semantic Area categorizes relative data based on 

Category Rule. Data is categorized by classification types and it is divided into sub class 

by Category Rule 1-1 ~ Category Rule n-n before being saved in SDR. Moreover, real-

time data that are produced are also categorized and saved in SDR. This process enables 

managing relative data more efficiently in real time. The Integration Reusing Area unifies 

the created SDR for end users’ satisfaction. 

It is possible to search for the result needed according to the client’s needs. According 

to the priority, if the result that meets the client’s requirements shows 1~5, it is labeled as 

Strong Combination. If it falls under 6~10, it is Medium Combination and it is Weak 

Combination when it falls above 11. The application of SDTC technique, in these cases, is 

very effective in the aspects of improving reusability and extracting data that matches the 

requirements of the client. 

Weight was applied in the data until SDR-A ~ SDR-I where Semantic data information 

is more structured, that it can be filtered according to individual needs and which can be 

applied for individual service. 

Among the respective SDR values that were created up to SDR-A～SDR-I according 

to the classification type of relative data, constant value is applied for data filtering fit for 

individual characteristics. The weight within the same set showed similar results 
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5. Conclusion and Future Studies 

In this paper, relative data is classified using STDC which is an efficient classification 

process using the ontology technique. Classified data are saved at the storage according to 

its SDR type. Integrated processes are used to reuse the saved SDR data. Thus, relative 

data is constructed in a systematic reuse system applying total architecture. This 

overcomes the disadvantage of the past processes that required numerous joint 

computation when handling question and answer. SDTC Technique solves the weakness 

of old methods which required multiple join calculation that caused functional decline and 

allows normalized type of classification task. By applying semantic data extraction 

technique to integrate heterogeneous relative data, the unsolved problem of compatibility 

was solved. Through this, relativity in the relative data of legacy system’s reuse was 

increased, as well as efficiency and the disadvantages of existing processes were 

overcome. 
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